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During my last period I tried several new pads – Heavy Long Domino Pad, Heavy Flow and
Overnight Pads from Chill’s Cloth Pad and Charlie Banana Super Feminine Pads. This review will
focus on Charlie Banana Super Feminine Pads.

The Charlie Banana Super Feminine Pads I bought came in a box of 3 with 1 free black pouch. (Sorry,
I was not able to take a picture of the box and the picture below just shows 2 out of the 3 pads
included.) The black pouch is a soft cloth bag than can hold 2 pads and 1-2 extra undies. The bag is
discreet so no one will ever notice what’s inside. This is very useful especially in hiding your used
pads. I noticed that there’s a thin plastic layer inside the pouch so I’m assuming that it is waterproof
from inside though I haven’t tried that since I use individual pad pouches to keep my pad safe.

(https://clothpadgirl.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/2015-10-21-23-17-08_wm.jpg)The Super
Feminine Pad is their version of the long pad. Dimensions are 10 inches x 3.2 inches – a bit longer that
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the regular 8-inch pads. You can fold the pads to secure the surface that touches your intimate area
using the snap button that you also use to snap the pad into your panty.

(https://clothpadgirl.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/2015-10-21-23-18-47_wm.jpg)

These pads are super comfortable, soft and light but works really well. I used this on my heaviest day
and I was able to survive 4-5 hours without staining my undies. I even used it as an overnight pad
and it did its wonders – I didn’t have any stain or side leak. The materials used are really of quality
and the white surface of the pad is surprisingly stain resistant. I was a bit hesitant when I first used it
as it’s so white and it might be a bit yucky but surprisingly, it’s not. Since it’s very absorbent, it won’t
look yucky at all.

I also love the way Charlie Banana designed the wings that holds the pad in place. It’s a bit wide and
really covers the sides of your undies so it’s very unlikely to stain that part.

Charlie Banana claims that these pads are free of any perfumes, chlorine and chemicals. The last time
I checked they have 3 types of pads – the liners, regular and super. These pads come in a variety of
colors – some printed and some plain. The printed design is not available on the local supplier I
made my purchase and so I got the baby pink design. I love pink! (Really, who doesn’t?)

I really love this pad that I also want to try the regular and the liners but I still have quite a number of
new additions to my stash so I haven’t gave in on buying those other types yet. (And I’m also hoping
that someone from Charlie Banana will be nice enough to send me few samples, hahaha  – this is
half meant!)

I got these pads from a local supplier here in Manila – Mama.Baby.Love (https://www.facebook.com
/MamaBabyLove). The box that contains 3 super pads and 1 pouch costs Php. 1,000.00 and I added
additional Php. 45.00 for the shipping (I order few more small items and that’s included in the
shipping fee that  I paid). Ms. Jenny from Mama.Baby.Love is easy to talk to. There’s an order form in
their facebook site but I opted to inquire first on the availability of my orders before placing my order
to make sure that the colors I prefer are still available.

If you’re interested in getting this pad and you don’t know how you can get it, you can try
contacting Ms. Jenny Ong thru Mama.Baby.Love facebook page or email her at
jenny@mamababylove.com (mailto:jenny@mamababylove.com).
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